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Services
Innovation Management & Solutions

Transformation Consultancy

Digital Transformation

Product Engineering

Manufacturing & Supply Chain

Quality & Testing

Customer Support & Maintenance






Now … you can put digital to work at the scale you need.
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Expleo continues growth and profitability in 2023
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We are a global service provider in Engineering, Technology, Consulting

  Discover more 
 Scroll




Innovation with impact 

 Expleo innovation is aligned to
the UN Sustainable Development Goals to help industries build a smarter, safer and greener future for us all.
  Discover more 
 Scroll




Journey to S4HANA with confidence 

 We have the expertise to keep you on course, on time, and on budget, as you implement S/4HANA.

  Discover more 
 Scroll




Move at the speed of digital 

 Industrialise your digital innovations and drive immediate results.
  Discover more 
 Scroll














What's new





Simplifying data analysis to enhance decision-making: how we helped automotive engineers make smarter, faster decisions.
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 Simplifying data analysis to enhance decision-making: how we helped automotive engineers make smarter, faster decisions.









AI & Hyperautomation Summit 2024  
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 AI & Hyperautomation Summit 2024  
 Register for AI & Hyperautomation Summit 2024, to join live online or onsite at Dublin and build your organisation’s innovation strategy.









Expleo receives first signals from ENSO nanosatellite
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 Expleo receives first signals from ENSO nanosatellite
 Testing confirms nanosatellite is ‘healthy’ and ready to undertake its two-year mission.









Bridging the Digital Divide: The Power of the Digital Skills Factory
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 Bridging the Digital Divide: The Power of the Digital Skills Factory









Platform alteration: The challenge of adopting new systems for energy retailers 
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 Platform alteration: The challenge of adopting new systems for energy retailers 









Market-wide settlement reform – A moment of opportunity? 
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 Market-wide settlement reform – A moment of opportunity? 









Expleo continues growth and profitability in 2023
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 Expleo continues growth and profitability in 2023
 Group achieves third year of growth and profitability as demand for engineering and digitalisation expertise remains strong









How Generative AI can proactively address issues to enhance customer satisfaction
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 How Generative AI can proactively address issues to enhance customer satisfaction









Expleo receives EcoVadis Gold award for sustainability
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 Expleo receives EcoVadis Gold award for sustainability
 Expleo ranked in the top 5% of assessed companies based on strength of sustainability and CSR practices









Expleo wins Large Supplier of the Year in Hiscox Awards  
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 Expleo wins Large Supplier of the Year in Hiscox Awards  









Successful transition from Intershop to Salesforce Commerce Cloud for 
The Creative Club
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 Successful transition from Intershop to Salesforce Commerce Cloud for 
The Creative Club









Industry report: The digitalisation of everything 
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 Industry report: The digitalisation of everything 









Thriving in the Workforce Renaissance
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 Thriving in the Workforce Renaissance









Expleo recognised as a Progressive Place to Work
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 Expleo recognised as a Progressive Place to Work
 Leading with purpose, embracing a people-centric culture, transforming the future of work









Quality engineering: 6 trends in software testing to power your business in the next 12 months
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 Quality engineering: 6 trends in software testing to power your business in the next 12 months
 Christophe Barrucq, Head of Technology Services for Expleo in France, has worked on the front line of quality assurance for the last 25 years. From test automation to generative AI, he shares the latest evolutions in this critical IT discipline for software development.









Expleo recognised for cutting-edge innovations at the Automobile Awards 2023
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 Expleo recognised for cutting-edge innovations at the Automobile Awards 2023
 ExpleoSmeeta experimental cyber-resilience platform and iONiX electric vehicle charging point both awarded









Expleo named global leader for ER&D and digital engineering services in Zinnov Zones 2023
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 Expleo named global leader for ER&D and digital engineering services in Zinnov Zones 2023
 Zinnov names Expleo a ’Noteworthy Player” for aerospace innovation for the first time thanks to innovation projects such as the ExpleoLissa software-defined nanosatellite.









Cloud migration of a global energy leader: transforming the continuous testing with AWS 
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 Cloud migration of a global energy leader: transforming the continuous testing with AWS 









Expleo successfully launches first ENSO nanosatellite into space
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 Expleo successfully launches first ENSO nanosatellite into space
 NewSpace innovation in partnership with CSUM will monitor solar activity and its impact on Earth’s atmosphere









2024 will be extraordinary
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INDUSTRIES


Take advantage of our deep sector knowledge, whatever your industry


   SEe our industries  






SERVICES





We help leading organisations design, develop and operate the products and services that will shape the world of tomorrow.


We fast-track your innovation through each step of your value chain


   DISCOVER OUR SERVICES  






CAREERS


We are home to bold and reliable minds


They’re balanced forces – the yin  and yang of business innovation – able to mutually thrive through  smart teamwork In our company, “bold” and  “reliable” play on the same team.
If you want to rise to the challenge …


   JOIN US  





We are the ideal partner for your innovation journey












   Linkedin      Facebook      Twitter      Youtube   
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Think bold, act reliable
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About Expleo
Expleo is a global engineering, technology and consulting service provider that partners with leading organisations to guide them through their business transformation, helping them achieve operational excellence and future-proof their businesses. Expleo benefits from more than 50 years of experience developing complex products, optimising manufacturing processes, and ensuring the quality of information systems. Leveraging its deep sector knowledge and wide-ranging expertise in fields including AI engineering, digitalisation, hyperautomation, cybersecurity and data science, the group’s mission is to fast-track innovation through each step of the value chain. As a responsible and diverse organisation, Expleo is committed to doing business with integrity and working towards a more sustainable and secure society. Expleo boasts an extensive global footprint, powered by 19,000 highly skilled experts delivering value in 30 countries.
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   Continue without accepting


We respect your privacy
ManageAccept


Expleo uses strictly necessary cookies to maintain its website, performance cookies to measure traffic, functional cookies to provide functionalities and targeting cookies. By clicking "Accept", you consent to store on your device the cookies described in our Cookie Policy. By clicking "Continue without accepting" you refuse all cookies requiring your consent. Consent for cookies is not mandatory and you can change your cookie settings at any time by clicking "Cookies Management" in the footer.Consult our privacy policy
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Manage consent
   Close Privacy Overview
By visiting our website, you are informed that we may store or retrieve information on your device, mostly in the form of cookies. This data might be about you, your preferences or your device and are used for the below described purposes. Based on your preferences, you can choose not to allow certain types of cookies. Click on the different categories to learn more information and change the settings. You are informed that blocking certain types of cookies will impact your experience and the services we are able to offer.Continue without acceptingAccept


 

  Strictly Necessary Cookies    Strictly Necessary Cookies 
  Always Enabled 
These cookies are necessary for the operation of the website and cannot be disabled in our systems. You can configure your browser to block these cookies, but certain parts of the website may be affected. These cookies do not store any personally identifiable information.



  Performance Cookies   performance-cookies

These cookies allow Expleo to count visits and traffic sources so our team can measure and improve the performance of our site. All information these cookies collect is Anonymized. If you do not allow these cookies we will not know when you have visited our site, and will not be able to monitor its performance.



  Functional Cookies   functional-cookies

These cookies enable the website to provide external services and plugins (like video or text). If you do not allow these cookies, you are informed that certain functionalities may not function properly or be displayed.



  Targeting Cookies   targeting-cookies

These cookies may be set to gain more information related to the use of the website or to provide targeted advertisement. These cookies may be provided by third parties.  If you do not allow these cookies, you will not be targeted by adverts or provide in depth information on the usage of the website.
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